Self-primer and self-template recycle rolling circle amplification strategy for sensitive detection of uracil-DNA glycosylase activity.
Sensitive and accurate detection of uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) activity is available for evaluating and validating their function in uracil base-excision repair (UBER) pathway and clinical diagnosis. Here, a sensitive and accurate method for UDG activity detection was developed on the basis of self-primer and self-template recycle rolling circle amplification (Self-RRCA) strategy. First, an immature template (IT) with a uracil base and an Nt.BbvCI nicking site was designed, which could hybridize with a designed primer to form a pre-amplicon probe (PA probe). Under the action of UDG, the uracil base in the PA probe could be removed to generate an apyrimidinic (AP) site. Then the generated AP site was excised by endonuclease IV (endo IV), making the PA probe form a RCA amplicon through reconformation. The RCA amplicon subsequently was used to trigger the RCA, and after Nt.BbvCI nicking reaction, new amplicons were released to initiate next RCA, constituting a Self-RRCA. In this method, the designed IT was not fully complementary with the primer in the ligation part, which could effectively avoid nonspecific ligation reaction and eventually effectively avoid nonspecific amplification. Compared with the linear RCA, the Self-RRCA exhibited higher amplification efficiency. Due to above advantages, a sensitive and accurate detection method was achieved with a limit of 4.68 × 10-5 U mL-1. Furthermore, the method was adopted to screen the inhibitor of UDG and assay the activity of UDG in HeLa cell lysate. This method will offer a promising analysis tool for further biomedical research of UDG and clinical diagnosis.